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We propose a self collision avoidance system for humanoid robots designed for interacting
with the real world. It protects not only the humanoid robots’ hardware but also expands17

its working range while keeping smooth motions. It runs in real-time in order to handle
unpredictable reactive tasks such as reaching to moving targets tracked by vision during19

dynamic motions like e.g. biped walking.
The collision avoidance is composed of two important elements. The first element is21

reactive self collision avoidance which controls critical segments in only one direction —
as opposed to other methods which use 3D position control. The virtual force for the23

collision avoidance is applied to this direction and therefore the system has more redun-
dant degrees of freedom which can be used for other criteria. The other second element is25

a dynamic task prioritization scheme which blends the priority between target reaching
and collision avoidance motions in a simple way. The priority between the two controllers27

is changed depending on current risk.
We test the algorithm on our humanoid robot ASIMO and works while the robot is29

standing and walking. Reaching motions from the front to the side of the body without
the arm colliding with the body are possible. Even if the target is inside the body, the31

arm stops at the closest point to the target outside the body. The collision avoidance is
working as one module of a hierarchical reactive system and realizes reactive motions.33

The proposed scheme can be used for other applications: We also apply it to realizing a
body schema and occlusion avoidance.35

Keywords: Collision avoidance; task priority; occlusion; redundant control.

1. Introduction37

One of the most desirable properties of motion generation is to reach the target while

dealing with many constraints which interfere with the target reaching motions.39

For example, the range of joints restricts the overall robot’s working range and

the limitations of actuators restrict the velocity and acceleration of joints. Colli-41

sions between robot segments also restrict robot motions. In particular, the motion
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generation should solve these problems in real-time for reactive motions in an unpre-1

dictable environment.

Research of collision avoidance has been carried out for years as a part of trajec-3

tory planning. Lozano-Pérez et al. have proposed a configuration space approach.17

In this space, the robots’ position and orientation are characterized as a reference5

point which makes it easier to generate collision free trajectories compared to using

actual 3D space.7

Kuffner et al. have proposed a fast collision detection12 and trajectory plan-

ning algorithm which allows a simultaneously collision free and dynamic balancing9

motion on the humanoid robot H7.11 The trajectory planning uses an algorithm

called RRT-Connect in configuration space.11

Although these methods generate optimal trajectories which satisfy criteria in

static environments, they are difficult to be applied in non-predetermined envi-13

ronments which may change momentarily because trajectories may need to be re-

generated every time slice. In particular, on robots which have many degrees of15

freedom (DOFs) such as humanoid robots this method causes increasing computa-

tional costs.17

Some methods for reactive collision avoidance - called “real-time” collision avoid-

ance by some authors - have been proposed. Our method presented in this paper19

belongs to this category. There are mainly two important elements to consider for

reactive collision avoidance. One is how to avoid collisions and the other one is how21

to prioritize between target reaching motions and collision avoidance motions.

Bicho et al. have proposed a method using attractor dynamics to determine the23

direction of avoidance for a mobile robot.1 Regarding articulated mobile robots,

Khatib has proposed a method based on potential fields: target and obstacles are25

represented by attractive and repulsive potentials respectively.10 The robot follows

this field and reaches to the target in real time. Brock et al. have proposed the27

“elastic strip” framework in order to modify planned trajectories. They have applied

it to a wheeled robot with one arm.2 Seto et al. have proposed the concept of29

a “Representation of Body by Elastic Elements” which generates virtual forces.

They have applied it to a wheeled robot which has two arms with seven joints31

respectively.27

These methods have been applied to redundant arms and they are efficient.33

However, they use three DOFs to move a critical segment. We have already pro-

posed a collision avoidance method using nullspace optimization criteria6 and task35

intervals29 which uses closest points defined by shortest distance between segments

instead of control points. However our previously proposed method moves a 3D37

closest point which also uses three DOFs.

Humanoid robots need higher redundancy in order to solve many criteria. Target39

reaching motions usually need a position and sometimes an orientation which uses

up to six DOFs in total. Additionally some joints cannot always be freely used due41

to limitations such as joint ranges, joint velocity, joint acceleration and singularities.

Therefore collision avoidance should use a minimum of DOFs in order not to violate43

limitations or criteria of the motion control even if robots have redundant DOFs.
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Research on prioritizing different tasks, has mainly been developed as part of1

redundant control.3,16,18,21 Hanafusa et al. have introduced a concept “tasks with

priority” which can prioritize many tasks using nullspace optimization criteria.83

They have applied the method to target reaching and collision avoidance motions

on a redundant articulated robot. This method allows to reach for targets while5

avoiding collisions. Siciliano proposed a recursive extension28 and Mansard realized

smooth transitions when switching tasks20 based on the method.7

Another class of methods is using a weighting matrix — sometimes called regu-

larization or damping matrix — which determines the sensitivity of each task. The9

first publications were Nakamura et al.22 who proposed a method called Singularity

Robustness (SR-Inverse) and Wampler34 who proposed a method called Damped11

Least Square (DLS) method. Tsuji et al.32 also proposed a similar method but

with a different scheme to derive task prioritization.26,27 Note that if the weighting13

matrix method is used for collision avoidance, a different way is needed to handle

singularities.15

In this paper, we first propose a self collision avoidance scheme which minimizes

the influence to regular motions and other criteria. The method does not use three17

DOFs but uses only one DOF by generating a collision avoidance motion only

in the critical direction between closest segments. Second, we propose a conflict19

resolution which dynamically changes the priority between collision avoidance and

target reaching motions by means of blending both controllers in a simple way. Our21

method changes the priority between target reaching and collision avoidance motion

smoothly and automatically depending on a level of risk. It does not completely23

switch off either motions unless in the case of extreme situations by employing both

task space and nullspace.25

We have already presented a framework for a behavior control system, so-called

ALIS (Autonomous Learning and Interaction System)7 which enables humanoid27

robots to interact with the real world. It comprises visual saliency, sound localiza-

tion, online learning of visual proto-objects and body control. The collision avoid-29

ance is integrated in this system and works cooperatively with the whole body

motion control scheme described by Gienger et al.6 For ALIS, self collision avoid-31

ance is crucially necessary because arbitrary target commands may be guaranteed

during interaction.33

A preliminary version of our self collision avoidance and first results have been

presented before.30 Here, we present the full collision avoidance which avoids multi-35

ple objects with smooth motions when target reaching motions and collision avoid-

ance motions are blended. Additionally, we present concepts of a body schema and37

an occlusion avoidance.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe the overall39

concept of our system. The system comprises the whole body motion controller and

the collision avoidance controller. The whole body motion controller is described41

in Sec. 3. Section 4 describes the distance computation which is necessary for the

collision avoidance. The novelties of this paper, the collision avoidance and the43

dynamic task prioritization are described in Secs. 5 and 6, respectively.
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Section 7 presents how the system is implemented and Sec. 8 shows some exper-1

imental results on the simulator and the robot. Finally we discuss and conclude in

Secs. 9 and 10, respectively.3

2. Overall Concept

The fundamental concept of dynamic task prioritization is not to switch but to blend5

between the collision avoidance controller and the whole body motion controller

continuously. The prioritization is simple and does not switch controllers unless in7

the case of extreme situations.

For collision avoidance, we define two controllers, the whole body motion con-9

troller and the collision avoidance controller.

We define

q̇ = {1 − f(d)}q̇wbm + f(d)q̇ca, (1)

where q̇ is the resulting joint velocity vector of the robot, f(d) is the blending11

coefficient and d is the distance between closest segments. q̇wbm and q̇ca are result-

ing joint velocity vectors for the whole body motion controller and the collision13

avoidance controller, respectively. The details of the whole body motion controller,

the collision avoidance controller and the prioritization are described in following15

sections.

3. Whole Body Motion Control17

We use a redundant control scheme for whole body motion control6 so that the robot

which has redundant DOFs reaches its targets. The redundant control is described

by

q̇wbm = J
#

wbm(q)ṙtask + Nwbmξξξwbm, (2)

where q̇wbm is the joint velocity vector, J#
wbm(q) is the pseudo inverse of task

Jacobian matrix Jwbm(q) and ṙtask is the task velocity vector. The matrix Nwbm

which maps an arbitrary vector ξξξwbm into the nullspace is written

Nwbm = I − J
#

wbm(q)Jwbm(q). (3)

We project gradients of a potential function into the nullspace as

ξwbm = ξwbm,ca + ξwbm,jla, (4)

ξwbm,ca = −αca[Jca(q)|row,y]
T (dsafe − d), (5)

where ξwbm,ca is a gradient of a collision avoidance function, ξwbm,jla is a gradient

of a joint limit avoidance function.6 Jca(q) is the Jacobian matrix for collision19

avoidance between closest points P cp1 and P cp2. Jca(q)|row,y is the row vector

which is y element of Jca(q). dsafe is a safety distance which is arbitrary but must21

be sufficiently large so that dsafe − d is always positive and αca is the step width.

The whole body motion control projects joints for the target reaching in task23

space and the collision avoidance works in nullspace.
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4. Distance Computation1

For our collision avoidance scheme, it is necessary to compute distances and closest

points between segments, i.e. the physical links separated by joints. Many methods3

for this have been proposed not only in robotics but also in computer games based

on accurate models using, for instance, convex polyhedra.4,5,12,15,33 These models5

with high level of detail contribute to larger robot working ranges.

However, it is computationally expensive to compute distances and closest points7

for all possible segment pairs of humanoid robots with detailed models especially

with real-time constraints.9

We therefore define the collision model with shape primitives that can be com-

puted faster (see in Fig. 1). Each segment (Head, Right Shoulder and so on) is11

composed of spheres or sphere swept lines (capped cylinders) in order to cover the

shape of the robot.14 Most of the segments are composed of one primitive object, but13

the body and the chest use multiple primitive objects. Although the real shape of

some segments — in particular the body segment — is only coarsely approximated15

by the primitives, the primitives are in all cases the minimal enclosing ones. We

compute distances and closest points between the segments which are potentially17

colliding based on this model.

With these shape primitives the working range of the robot is smaller than for19

finer models, however, the working range in front of the body — which is most

important for manipulation tasks — is not limited by this model.21

Fig. 1. The employed collision model is composed of 17 segments. Each segment is composed of
one or several sphere swept lines or spheres.
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The most critical situations are when a direct trajectory passes through a seg-1

ment or when a given target is inside a body. Both cases are shown in Sec. 8.

5. Reactive Self Collision Avoidance3

We use separate controller for collision avoidance with virtual forces. The major

function of collision avoidance is to keep a distance between the two closest segments5

of the robot. As we mentioned in Sec. 1 the collision avoidance methods which have

been proposed so far move 3D segment positions to other safer 3D positions. For7

example, Seto et al. define a 3D control point and move it to safer position.27 Sentis

et al. use the constraint force vector to move the closest segment.259

However, it is sufficient to separate two close segments in the one critical direc-

tion which can be managed with only one DOF. For this purpose, we define a11

collision avoidance coordinate system so that one of its axes aligns to the critical

avoidance direction. The closest segments are separated along this axis, that is, the13

collision avoidance controller moves the segments in only one direction. Therefore

the other degrees of freedom can be used more for other criteria than moving 3D15

segment positions.

5.1. Collision avoidance coordinate system17

We define a collision avoidance coordinate system so that one of the closest points

Pcp1 is the origin of the coordinate system and the y axis passes through the closest19

point Pcp2. The direction of y axis is the critical direction of the collision avoidance.

The other axes are arbitrary. Figure 2 shows an example of the collision avoidance21

coordinate system. In this case, Pcp1 and Pcp2 are located on the Right Forearm

and the Body respectively.23

Fig. 2. The closest points, the virtual force and the collision avoidance coordinate system (gray
arrows).
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5.2. Virtual force1

We use a virtual repulsive force in order to push a pair of potentially colliding

segments away from each other in the collision avoidance coordinate system. The

virtual force Fvirtual is applied to Pcp1 in the avoidance direction which is aligned

to the y axis as discussed before. Fvirtual is written

Fvirtual =

{

(0 k(da − d) 0)
T

if d < da,

0 otherwise,
(6)

d = |Pcp1 − Pcp2|, (7)

where k is a positive constant and da defines the boundary of the volume (so-called

yellow zone) in which the joint velocity vector is blended according to Eq. (1).3

5.3. Collision avoidance controller

The collision avoidance control also uses a redundant control scheme for two

motions: collision avoidance motion in task space and target reaching motion in

nullspace.6 Employing a potential function, the joint velocity vector q̇ca is com-

puted as

q̇ca = [Jca(q)|row,y]
#Fvirtual + N caξca, (8)

N ca = I − Jca(q)#Jca(q). (9)

Matrix Jca(q) is the collision avoidance Jacobian between points Pcp1 and Pcp2 on

the collision avoidance coordinate system. There must be at least one joint between

the segments. Column vector [Jca(q)|row,y]
# is a pseudo inverse vector of the row

vector Jca(q)|row,y. Since the collision avoidance system needs to separate closest

points only in one direction, the Jacobian column vector [Jca(q)|row,y]
# is used

instead of the Jacobian matrix J#
ca(q). Matrix Nca maps a vector of a gradient

vector ξca in the nullspace of the motion and scalar Fvirtual is expressed as

Fvirtual = |Fvirtual| = Fvirtual|y, (10)

where Fvirtual|y is the y element of Fvirtual.5

Thus the collision avoidance effectively affects only one DOF. The gradient of

the potential function ξca is explained in the following.7

5.4. Potential function

To reach the target, we project the gradient of a target distance function Ht(r) to

the nullspace of the movement with a weighting matrix W t:

Ht(r) =
1

2
(r − rt)

T W t(r − rt). (11)

where r is the current task vector and rt is the target task vector. Note that r and rt

can theoretically include both hands, the head and the orientation of the robot, or
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any combination of those. Therefore even if the whole body motion controller does

not effect, that is f(d) = 1 in Eq. (1), target reaching is realized in the nullspace.

Let αt be a step width, then gradient vector ξca is expressed by

ξca = −αt

(

∂Ht(r)

∂q

)T

= −αtJwbm(q)
T
∇H(r). (12)

6. Dynamic Task Prioritization1

We have defined two controllers, the whole body motion controller and the collision

avoidance controller. The collision avoidance controller maps the collision avoidance3

motion into task space and the target reaching motion into nullspace. Vice versa

the whole body motion controller maps the target reaching motion into the task5

space and the collision avoidance motion into the nullspace. The priority of the two

motions in both controllers is always fixed.7

However, for the reactive collision avoidance, it is necessary to change the prior-

ity between target reaching and collision avoidance motions dynamically with low

computational burden. If the trajectory of a target reaching motion is far from

collisions, the collision avoidance motions should not disturb it. But if a segment

comes closer to another segment, the collision avoidance motion should have higher

priority. We proposed our concept in Eq. (1) as

q̇ = {1 − f(d)}q̇wbm + f(d)q̇ca.

Function f(d) plays the role of changing the priority between two joint veloc-

ity vectors, q̇wbm and q̇ca which are outputs of symmetrical equations Eq. (2)

and Eq. (8) integrated with the function f(d). It is the level of risk of collisions

as,

f(d) =























1 if d ≤ db,

d − da

db − da
else if db < d ≤ da,

0 else,

(13)

where a distance db determines a so-called orange zone which is always smaller than

da. If the closest segment is further apart, the whole body motion control q̇wbm as9

in Eq. (2) has full control of the motion. On the other hand, if the closest segment

moves into this zone, the collision avoidance control dominates the motion. If d is11

between db and da, both the collision avoidance control and the whole body motion

control affect the robot motion weighted with the function f(d).13

Note that the collision avoidance motion always affects the robot motion even

if d > da by means of the nullspace of the whole body motion control. The target15

reaching motion is also affected by the nullspace of the collision avoidance control

even if d < db.17
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7. Implementation1

Based on the outlined control mechanism, we have implemented the collision avoid-

ance on our humanoid robot Asimo.3

7.1. Emergency stop

Our system uses distance computations not only for collision avoidance but5

also for collision detection which has been commonly used for robots in order

to activate an emergency stop mechanism. If the closest distance between seg-7

ments becomes less than dr (so-called red zone), then the emergency stop will

freeze the robot. All distance computations are done on the embedded com-9

puters, so the robot’s does not depend on the network connection to external

computers.11

7.2. Motion priority between collision avoidance

Each virtual force vector Fvirtual in Eq. (6) for the right and left arm is computed13

depending on each distance d. When the right and the left arm are very close,

the collision avoidance handles the motion according to a task-depended “motion15

priority.”

If the motion priority of the right arm is higher than the left one, then only the17

left arm avoids the right one and the right one moves to the target without being

influenced by the collision avoidance.19

7.3. Closest points and virtual forces

According to Fig. 2, the closest points are computed for one segment pair, but21

actually our algorithm takes all potentially colliding segment pairs into account,

so that Fvirtual and Pcp1 or Pcp2 do not produce discontinuities. Although this23

does not eliminate discontinuities completely it proved to be a very big practical

improvement in terms of motion smoothness.25

If a closest distance dij between a segment Si and the other segment Sj is smaller

than da, a virtual force vector Fij is applied to the arm segment:

F ij = k(da − dij)ef,ij , (14)

dij = |Pcp1,ij − Pcp2,ji| (15)

ef,ij =
1

dij

(Pcp1,ij − Pcp2,ji), (16)

where Pcp1,ij and Pcp2,ji are the closest points on Si and Sj , respectively. The

overall virtual force vector F all
virtual,i which is applied from S0, S1, . . . , Sn−1 to Si is
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F

Fij

F

S i

S j

S j+1

virtual,i
all

ij+1

Pcp1,ij

Pcp2,ji

Pcp2,j+1i

Pcp1,i
all

Pcp1,i+1j+1

avoidance

direction

y

x

Fig. 3. The overall closest point, the virtual force and the collision avoidance coordinate system
(gray arrows).

computed using the internal division with F ij :

F all
virtual,i =

n−1
∑

j=0

|F ij |F ij

n−1
∑

j=0

|F ij |

. (17)

The overall closest point P all
cp1,i on Si where F all

virtual,i force is applied is expressed

with the closest points of segment pairs P cp1,ij as,

P all
cp1,i =

n−1
∑

j=0

|F ij |P cp1,ij

n−1
∑

j=0

|F ij |

. (18)

The origin of the collision avoidance coordinate system is Pcp1 and the y axis is1

aligned to F virtual. P all
cp1,i can be used instead of Pcp1 and F all

virtual,i can be used

instead of Fvirtual after being transformed to the collision avoidance coordinate3

system. An example is shown in Fig. 3.

8. Experiments5

In this section, we describe the experiments and the results which have been

obtained on our humanoid robot. The method is applied to all potentially colliding
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segments. The leg segments are not controlled by the system in order not to disturb1

the walking and balancing system which controls the legs exclusively, however, the

arm segments avoid leg segments according to applied virtual forces from relevant3

leg segments. In other words, the motion priority of the leg segments is higher than

the arm segments.5

In the experiments, we first use some basic examples in order to show that the

proposed scheme works correctly. Second we test with more complex and realistic7

examples. Further we have tested the presented scheme running within a behavior

control system (ALIS7). Finally, we describe some applications.9

8.1. Humanoid robot ASIMO

Experiments have been carried out on our humanoid robot ASIMO9 which we11

describe with 21 DOFs in total comprising five DOFs for each arm (three joints on

the shoulder, one on the elbow and one on the wrist) and six DOFs to describe the13

virtual link between heel and upper body, three DOFs for the heel coordinate and

two DOFs for head motions.15

The overall system is composed of the collision avoidance control, the distance

computation and the whole body motion. It is depicted in Fig. 4.17

The distance computations for the collision avoidance are done with all segment

pairs which can collide as shown in Fig. 1. For instance, the distances from Right19

Forearm and Right Hand against Head, Left Shoulder, Left Upper Arm, Left Fore-

arm, Left Hand, Chest, Body and Right Thigh are computed respectively. The Left21

Forearm and Left Hand are computed in the same manner. The distance thresholds

have been set to da = 40mm, db = 10mm and dr = 5mm. The controller for the23

collision models in Fig. 1 is operating on the five joints (three shoulder joints, one

elbow joint and one wrist joint) for each arm.25

collision avoidance 

control

whole body 

motion control

blending 

control

distance 

computation

ca
q

robot

servo

control

target

motion

priority

wbm
q q

di,j

di,j Pcp1,i,
all

Fig. 4. Our system for collision avoidance, the distance computation and the whole body motion
control. Both target and motion priority are given by higher level modules.
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If a new target is commanded, a linear trajectory between the current and the1

new target is generated. All computations except vision processing and high level

behavior control are performed on the robot’s embedded computer. The sampling3

time for computations of the total control system including the distance computa-

tions and the collision avoidance is 5 m sec.5

8.2. Basic examples

8.2.1. The reaching target is inside the body7

The target of the right arm is inside the body. When the collision avoidance is

deactivated, the lower arm collides with the body, as shown in Fig. 5(a). Figure 5(b)

(a) Simulation without Avoidance (b) Robot with Avoidance
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d

)
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a

d
]
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d
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d
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−1

−0.5
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[r
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d
]

(c) The blending coefficient f(d) and joint angles

Fig. 5. Example of a target that is inside the body. In simulation without collision avoidance, the
right hand collides with the right leg in (a). This doesn’t happen in (b). (c) shows the blending
coefficient f(d) (left top) and three shoulder joints (from the right top to the right of the second
row) and the elbow joint (bottom left) which are used for the collision avoidance in this example.
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shows that the arm motion stops at the side of the body with collision avoidance1

activated on the real robot. Figure 5(c) shows the blending coefficient f(d) and the

joint angles which are used for the collision avoidance of this example. The joints3

change continuously and do not oscillate while the whole body motion controller

and the collision avoidance controller are being blended.5

8.2.2. The trajectory between the current and the target position is passing

through the robot’s body7

In Fig. 6, segments of the robot lie on the trajectory between the current and the

target position, but the target is outside the body. This is a typical case in which the9

robot cannot reach the target and restricts the working range of the robot without

the collision avoidance. The collision avoidance pushes the arm outward by means11

of the virtual force while the arm limbs would collide with the body or the leg.

Figure 7(a) illustrates the trajectory of the right wrist with and without13

the collision avoidance of the example shown in Fig. 6. The trajectory with-

out the collision avoidance violates ASIMO’s body segment but the trajectory15

with the collision avoidance moves around the body to avoid collisions. While the

trajectory traces the boundary of the yellow zone of the body segment, the virtual17

force is constant in Fig. 7(b).

Figure 8 compares the collision avoidance controller which uses one DOF and19

three DOFs. In this example, both controllers use four DOFs which joints are

between the body segment and the right forearm segment. The former controller21

has three DOFs for reaching the given target which are mapped into the nullspace.

On the other hand, the latter controller has only one DOF for reaching the given23

target in nullspace. Therefore, the controller which uses one DOF reaches the target

Fig. 6. Series of postures of the body avoidance. The same motion target is given both in the
simulation without avoidance (top) and on the robot with avoidance (bottom) from the left to the
right. Left to right sequential time frames from initial position to final position are shown.
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(a) Trajectory on horizontal plane (b) Virtual force

Fig. 7. (a): The solid line shows the right wrist trajectory from the top right to the bottom
left with collision avoidance (on ASIMO) while the dashed line shows the case without collision
avoidance (on the simulator). (b): The corresponding virtual force between forearm and body. The
discontinuities are caused by a conflict between the joint limit and the collision avoidance.
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Fig. 8. The trajectory of the right hand x, y and z position with respect to the world coordinate
system from the top to the bottom. The solid lines indicate the trajectories using our collision
avoidance system which uses one DOF for avoidance and the dashed lines indicates using a collision
avoidance which uses three DOFs for avoidance. Note that the start and the target positions are

not identical to Fig. 7 in order to highlight the effectiveness of our scheme.

faster than the other controller. Figure 9 shows the blending coefficient f(d) and1

the joints which are used for the collision avoidance of the former controller. The

joints also change continuously and do not oscillate when both controllers are being3

blended.
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Fig. 9. The blending coefficient f(d) (left top) and joint angles for the motion discussed in Fig. 8.
The joints are three joints on the shoulder (from the right top to the right of the second row) and
one joint on the elbow of the right arm (bottom left).

8.3. Complex examples1

8.3.1. Arms’ targets lead to arm-arm-collision

The targets for the arms are static 3D positions in front of the body. They are3

chosen in such a manner that the arms have to cross and that the arms would

collide without collision avoidance. Figure 10 shows an example. The final posture5

of the robot is close to the target commands but with minimum distance db between

the forearms.7

8.3.2. The target is temporally inside the body while walking

The collision avoidance also works while walking as illustrated in Fig. 11. The9

arm target in absolute coordinates is in front of the robot when it starts to walk

in Fig. 11(a). The target for the walking is also in front of the robot but far-11

ther away. The robot’s arm reaches its target as seen in Fig. 11(b). However,

the target for the leg position is still farther away, so the robot continues walk-13

ing. At some time the arm target is behind the robot (Fig. 11(c)) and the col-

lision avoidance prevents the arm from penetrating the body. When the robot15

stops to walk, (Fig. 11(d)), the collision avoidance still affects the robot’s motion

seamlessly.17

Note that as mentioned already the leg position is exclusively controlled by the

walking and balancing controller and is not influenced by the collision avoidance,19

but vice versa the collision avoidance uses the leg position to calculate virtual forces

on the arms.21
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(a) Simulation without Avoidance (b) Robot with Avoidance

Fig. 10. Example of arm collision avoidance. The motion without the collision avoidance on the
simulator and with the collision avoidance on the robot.

(a) Start walking (b) Reach arm target

(c) Avoid while walking (d) Stop walking

Fig. 11. Series of postures of the collision avoidance while walking. The target for the right arm is
80cm in front of the initial body position, and the robot is commanded to walk forward 1.5m.
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8.4. Integrated to the interactive system1

We tested the collision avoidance in a reactive scenario that is a typical example for

unpredictable motions in a behavior control system. One example of the scenario3

is shown in Fig. 12. A human holds two objects in front of the robot. The object

positions are measured by a stereo camera vision system. The robot continuously5

points to the objects. The frame rate of the images is about 10Hz. The robot has

to continuously point and avoid collisions in real-time.7

When two targets come into the range of the cameras, the robot points to them

depicted in Fig. 12. In the scenario Asimo sometimes temporally ”loses” an object,9

leading to only one hand pointing. Finally, the robot stops pointing because the

human has crossed his arms leading to a target configuration that causes a closest11

hand distance of almost db and thus f(d) is almost one in Eq. (1). Figure 13 shows

the hand status and the closest distance between the arms and the hands for a13

longer interaction sequence. When the arm is not given a target (the hand status

is ’no target’), the arm motions are determined by the criteria which are mapped15

Fig. 12. This is an example of an reactive motion based on vision. The robot tracks two objects
(a cup and a can) which are in the human’s hands. When the robot loses one of the targets, the
robot retracts its left hand (top-center) and the status of the left hand is “no target.” Then both
targets move counter clockwise in an arc from the robot’s point of view and the robot tracks them.
Finally, human’s arms collide but the robot’s arms don’t because of the collision avoidance.
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Fig. 13. The status of hands and the distance between arms. If the hand status is ‘no target’, no
command is given to the hand. If it is ‘given’, a command is given to the respective hand. The
dashed line represent the yellow zone boundary.

into nullspace in Eq. (2). ASIMO’s arms move to the target which is shown to1

its cameras. When two targets are found, both arms move to their targets. From

40 sec to 55 sec, ASIMO continuously tracks two targets with two arms and finally3

the targets’ 3D positions result in almost colliding arm postures. But the collision

avoidance works from 48 sec to 58 sec (hand distance inside yellow zone) to prevent5

both arms from colliding.

The collision avoidance is running all the time, however, it does not disturb7

motions most of the time. We have already tested the behavior control system for

hundreds of hours in different interaction scenarios during ongoing research work9

without any collisions.

8.5. Application11

8.5.1. External objects are considered as a part of the body (body schema)

External objects can be considered as additional segments that the robot avoids.13

For instance, in Fig. 14, the robot grasps an object that can be considered as an

additional segment. The robot avoids this segment as if it was one of the robot’s15

segments. This corresponds to an extension of the robot’s body schema.24 In this

example, the motion priority of the object is higher than the right hand segment.17
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Fig. 14. The robot avoids the rotating bar which is attached to its left hand. Motion targets are
given to both the right and left hand, however, the right hand avoids the left hand since the left
bar has higher motion priority.

Fig. 15. The virtual object (sphere swept line in front of the robot’s head) is generated between
the head and the target (star) so that the arms motions don’t violate the gaze line.

8.5.2. A virtual object is avoided to realize occlusion avoidance1

It is also possible to define virtual objects and attach them to the body schema. We

propose to use this for applications like “occlusion avoidance” as shown in Fig. 15.3

One of the major problems when the robot grasps an object is occlusions (the hands

hide the target object). We defined a virtual segment between the robot’s head and5

the target so that hands do not enter the central field of view. Only just before the

robot’s hand covers the object, the virtual segment is switched off. By this method,7

trajectories do not hinder visual tracking of targets.

9. Discussion9

The collision avoidance works in different situations, not only when the robot is

standing but also during walking. If the target cannot be reached, the robot effectors11
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move to a position which is closest to the target. The collision avoidance motion is1

composed of two parts: the task space motion of the whole body motion control and

the nullspace motion of the collision avoidance control. In particular, the collision3

avoidance works only in one direction for each arm and the redundancy can be used

for target reaching motions in nullspace.5

The continuous task priority changing is realized by the distance between closest

points pairs in a simple way. Both motions are always working even if one controller7

does not work. The collision avoidance works not only for robot segments but also

for external objects, which can be dynamically modified or switched on and off.9

The collision avoidance works with only one DOF in the avoidance direction

and other DOFs can be used for other criteria such as a target reacting motion.11

Therefore, the system can reach given targets faster than the method which uses

three DOFs.13

9.1. Coping with planning

The collision avoidance system is running in the lowest layer of the behavior control15

system. The modules in the layer react locally to given targets but modules in

upper layers should optimize motions more globally. By coping with upper layers’17

modules, the possible problems which happen in the collision avoidance system can

be solved by the system as a whole. For instance, when the robot has to avoid19

many obstacles or conflicts between the collision avoidance and other limitations,

local minima may happen which is shown in Fig. 7(b). All local minima cannot be21

solved in the reactive collision avoidance system but should be solved on a planning

system in upper layers which optimized global trajectories with a slower sampling23

rate than the low level control one. In other words, planning methods should handle

global criteria in stable environments while the real-time collision avoidance assures25

safety and handles the local criteria in highly dynamic environments by superposing

the planned trajectory.27

Another example is motion priorities. When the right and left arm get too

close and have to avoid each other, the collision avoidance system does not know29

the priority between right arm and left arm. An upper level module that knows

about the task context of the motion can interpret the situation and give a motion31

priority to the collision avoidance system. Currently, we compute the virtual force

vector F virtual only by distances but it can be determined taking into account33

other criteria, for instance, joint limit avoidance, inertia, viscosity or stiffness of the

arm.23,3135

9.2. Stability of the system

Kulic et al. analyzed the stability of the collision avoidance for one degree of free-37

dom,13 unfortunately, for our system it is not feasible to do a formal stability

analysis of the whole system with many DOFs.39
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There are however a number of reasons why the systems shows the good stability1

we observed in our experiments:

• Our system is a first order system, thus oscillations caused by second order sys-3

tems such as a spring and damper system can not happen.

• The two controllers are not switched but superposed, thus discontinuities caused5

by switching do not happen.

• The distances of the closest points are continuous and do not jump except in very7

complex situations which are close to local minima.

10. Conclusion and Outlook9

We realized a reactive collision avoidance system on a humanoid robot running on

on-board embedded computers in real-time. It works in dynamic situations in which11

critical segments are moving such as crossing arms, walking to arbitrary targets and

reactive motions. The robot moves to a given target while avoiding collisions. The13

priority between the target reaching motion and the avoidance motion is changed

depending on the distance between closest segments continuously in a simple way.15

The collision avoidance uses only one DOF to separate critical segments and there-

fore, other available DOFs can be used by other criteria. The collision avoidance17

contributes to the hierarchical reactive system. The method can be extended to

objects that the robot grasps (body schema) and it can be applied to occlusion19

problems.

We are going to extend it to handle external obstacles and to deal with an envi-21

ronment with complex obstacles based on the behavior control system. Currently,

the system does not consider the dynamics of leg motions and therefore, the leg23

segments do not avoid collisions. We are going to develop the system that is able

to take the leg dynamics into account.25

Additionally, we are going to consider irregularities which are caused by unilat-

eral constraints.1927
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